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Anbindung TruVision DVR (UTC Fire&Security) an NPCII 

System requirements:    

- TruVision DVR/NVR  with serial Comport (z.B. DVR 41, 11 NVR 21) 

- NPCII Version 1.15  or higher 

- In case of 2 or more cash systems/ATM  you need a existing  or additional network  

Connection: 

The TruVision-Recorder only supports the serial com port for receiving of transaction data.  

In case of one cash register/ATM you need one NPC unit for the connection: 

The connection is made by a 1:1- 9 pole serial cable (e.g. the programming cable of the appendix) 

between NPCII Comport PC/DVR and the com port of the TruVision VDR/NVR. 

  

 

In case of 2 or more cash systems/ATM you need for each application one NPC unit and an additional 

NPC for receiving functions: 

Example  with 2 ATM:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

TruVision settings:      

First the serial RS232 comport has to be configured by the local menu or via web browser: 

The defined baudrate is set by default to 9600 

baud. Make sure that the relevant NPCII also 

uses this baud rate. If you change the entry, 

make sure to change the baud rate of the NPC 

accordingly. 

Important: The entry of „usage“ has to be set to 

„ProBridge“  ! 

The other settings are: 8 Data bits, no Stop bit, 

no parity and no flow control.  
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Furthermore the service of test insertion has to be enabled: 

 Please activate the checkbox „Text insertion“ and 

choose the access device  „ATM“ and the access mode 

„Probridge“   

Important: All settings have to be confirmed by  

„Apply“ or „Save“! 

In case of receiving data you can see in the according 

camera a blue transaction symbol for a short time. 

For more hints for displaying and playback of the 

received transaction data see the recorder manual. 

 

 

Settings of NPCII: 

Case 1: 1 NPCII to one recorder: 

After opening the desired protocol from the list you have to define the outgoing data under ->RS232 

PC/DVR -> sending Data: 

Choose entry #15 „ TruVision (UTC)“ from the drop 

down list. 

Please enter the same baud rate as defined in the 

recorder setup (default: 9600 baud) and data format    

“8 none”. 

You have to assign with „ Module No.“  the transaction 

data to the corresponding camera of the recorder (here: 

camera 1).  

 

Case 2: 2 or more NPCII units to one recorder: 

In this constellation first you have to configure the NPC-Receiver, which is connected to the recorder 

(see diagram of the 2 ATM): 

Load the file „UTCreceive“ and make under RS232 PC/DVR -> sending Data the following settings:  

Activate the checkbox „Individual“. Other chars are not 

necessary.  

Please enter the same baud rate as defined in the 

recorder setup (default: 9600 baud) and data format    

“8 none”. 

 

The defined „ Module No.“  will be ignored.   



The NPC-Receiver is connected to the local network 

via the connector „LAN POS“. Accordingly you have 

to check and to modify the IP settings (here: IP 

192.168.1.92 and port 4001).  

The menu for changing these settings you find under 

-> „POS“-Interface-> IP-Address “LAN-POS“ .  

 

 

 

 

After opening the desired protocol from the list you have to define for all NPC-Transmitter the outgoing 

data under ->RS232 PC/DVR -> sending Data: 

Choose entry #15 „ TruVision (UTC)“ from the drop 

down list. 

You have to assign with „ Module No.“  the 

transaction data to the corresponding camera of the 

recorder (here: camera 2).  

Furthermore you have to enable the TCP/IP mode.  

 

 

The IP settings for the  TCP/IP connection to the  NPC-Receiver by clicking on the  „->“ - button : 

 

Under Source you define the IP and port of the NPCII.   

The NPC has to be defined as  „NPC is Client“ and  „UDP“. 

Under Target  you enter the  IP address of the  NPC 

receiver (here: 192.168.1.92). This IP- address has and the 

port number has to be equal tot he NPC receiver settings! 

The value of  „keep alive“ is not supported in the UDP 

mode!  


